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Samsung VG-SCFT65BL

Brand : Samsung Product code: VG-SCFT65BL/XC

Product name : VG-SCFT65BL

- Quick and Easy Installation
- Various Color Options
- Blend into home
Customizable Frame (2020) 65" VG-SCFT, Black

Samsung VG-SCFT65BL:

Simple and Harmonious Design
Each customizable frame fits The Frame seamlessly, accentuating its sleek, clean lines, and crisp angles.
Just pick the finish that best suits your style.

1. Quick and Easy Installation
It's effortless to refresh the Frame's appearance. The customizable frames adhere with magnets. Snap
on the frame of your choice to update the view.

2. Various Color Options
Choose the customizable frame to match your style. All you have to do is choose a customizable frame
to best suit your place or even the occasion.

3. Blend into home
Accentuate your home's beauty with a frame that complements the décor. Make it the centerpiece, or
let it blend with the background.

Features

Product type * Frame
Product colour Black
Material Plastic
Number of holders (corner) 4
Number of holders (cover bottom) 3
Easy to install
Display diagonal 165.1 cm (65")
Compatibility Samsung The Frame 65"

Weight & dimensions

Weight 700 g
Top & bottom piece dimensions
(WxDxH) 42.3 x 1456.3 x 16.9 mm

Left & right piece dimensions
(WxDxH) 42.3 x 834.7 x 16.9 mm

Packaging data

Manual
Package width 94 mm
Package depth 1546 mm
Package height 90 mm
Package weight 1.2 kg
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